
RDAA̓s old website

The redesigned website

About RDAA
Riding for the Disabled Association of Australia (RDAA) 
is a voluntary, non-profit organisation which provides 
opportunities for anyone with a disability to enjoy safe, 
healthy, stimulating, therapeutic, horse-related activities 
in Australia.       www.rda.org.au

RDAA Website Requirements
The new website had to reflect the professional nature of the organisation and cater to 
the needs of RDAA̓s corporate stakeholders. It had to be visually appealing, emotive, 
and accessible for users with disabilities. The site also needed to provide RDAA with a 
mechanism through which they could support and inform their supporters and 
sponsors online, and had to offer easy access to individual RDA state pages.

Building the new website
The DMS design staff opted for a clean, crisp, corporate look, while leveraging on emotional imagery to invoke feelings conducive 
to charitable behaviour. We made the site welcoming and professional while utilising the organisation̓s logo and corporate colours.
DMS̓s new easy access and navigational site structure included more prominent and logically placed page links, donation options 
and menu headings, the ability to vary font size, and a state selector to take visitors to individual state office pages. 

Outcomes and future of the site
Since its launch in September 2008, the RDAA website has 
been regularly updated with news, resources and event 
information. The website has been a huge success in 
communicating information to members and sponsors. 
RDAA has received several large grants, and the 
professionalism of the website has been a significant professionalism of the website has been a significant 
contributing factor to the success of these applications. 
Visitors to the site can donate online, and these donations 
are cleared and receipted for RDAA automatically by the 
MAILman system. RDAA has run several campaigns through 
the website, including a flood appeal and a Paralympic 
sponsorship appeal.

After the success RDAA had with their website, they also After the success RDAA had with their website, they also 
enlisted DMS to create two other websites. One of these was 
a specially developed Coaches̓ Portal, where RDA coaches 
could access and discuss coaching resources, and exchange 
questions, experiences and documents. The other was a 
specialised campaign website to raise awareness of RDA̓s 
Silver Brumbies - a travelling couple visiting and 
volunteering at RDA centres all over Australia.      volunteering at RDA centres all over Australia.      
     www.silverbrumbies.com.au

DMS has provided RDAA with three successful websites that 
have exceeded RDAA̓s expectations and greatly lifted the 
perception and awareness of the organisation.

Problems with RDAA̓s original website
RDAA̓s original website had flaws that affected usability and negatively impacted the 
organisation̓s image. The key problems DMS found were in the site̓s design, 
navigation, aesthetics and accessibility - challenges experienced by many 
community organisations. 
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To find out what DMS can do for your 
charity̓s website, contact us today on 
1800 334 060  or info@dmsw.com.au
      www.dmsw.com.au



RDAA Coaches̓ Portal Website RDAA̓s Silver Brumbies websiteRDAA̓s Fantom Rider website

RDAA Coaches̓ Portal
RDA came to DMS with the goal of creating an online community 
website for their coaches. DMS developed the Coaches̓ Portal, 
where RDA coaches could access and discuss coaching resources, 
and exchange questions, experiences and documents. 

Some key features:

RDAA̓s Silver Brumbies
The RDA Silver Brumbies are two very special grey nomads - Joan & 
Bob Lemmon, who are currently travelling around Australia sharing 
their skills and experience with local RDA Centres across Australia.
DMS created a website so people can donate to their cause, find DMS created a website so people can donate to their cause, find 
out more information, or find out how they can help the Silver 
Brumbies in their quest to help RDA.

Key features:

A blog where Joan & Bob share their experiences on the road

A tailored donation page where users can donate to the Silver 
Brumbies campaign

Information on helping out with in-kind donations

Plans for a 2D barcode to be printed on Joan & Bob̓s car, 
allowing people they meet along the way to make quick and 
easy mobile donations via a specialised mobile donation pageeasy mobile donations via a specialised mobile donation page

The Fantom Rider
In 2009, DMS developed a website for The Fantom Rider. 
Robert ̒Willi̓ Fantom was riding across Australia on horseback and Robert ̒Willi̓ Fantom was riding across Australia on horseback and 
his goal was to raise $100,000 for RDAA. The website followed his 
progress as he travelled, with a blog, photos and videos, and even a 
map linked to a GPS tracker so supporters could see when he was 
near their town. 

The website was a Charity Champions system - users could sign up The website was a Charity Champions system - users could sign up 
and create a fundraising profile, effectively joining Willi in his cause 
to raise money for RDAA. Unfortunately, due to health issues with 
his horses, Willi̓s ride was cut short, and the campaign ended. All 
was not lost though - DMS was able to re-use much of The Fantom 
Rider website to save costs to RDAA in developing the Silver 
Brumbies campaign.
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A searchable database of all Australian RDA Coaches

Q & A section 

Downloadable coaching plans, forms and tips

The ability for coaches to comment on and discuss any 
articles, forms and coaching plans

A coaches only news page and event calendar

A large knowledge base relating to disabilities, horse handling, A large knowledge base relating to disabilities, horse handling, 
fundraising and horse-related therapy
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